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WE BRING POSITIVITY, FUN AND LAUGHTER BACK INTO THE LIVES OF KIDS FACING CANCER. 





How we help





Donate
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WHO WE ARE

Camp Quality is an Australian children’s cancer charity that has been improving the quality of life for kids facing cancer for 40 years.
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About us video

Learn about Camp Quality! Watch how our services and programs help families build optimism and resilience through community, education and fun.





Watch Now
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Camp Quality's 40th birthday

40 years ago, 40 kids had a break from cancer on Camp Quality’s first camp. Now, over 10,000 kids are registered for Camp Quality’s range of programs and services.





Learn More
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Our news and stories

Discover all of our brave kids’ cancer stories and read Camp Quality’s latest news.





Learn More

















HOW WE HELP

Camp Quality helps kids and families build optimism and resilience towards their cancer experience – through community, education, and a huge dose of fun.
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Kids diagnosed with cancer

We provide fun experiences and support to Camp Quality kids (aged 0-15) who are dealing with a cancer diagnosis, at every stage of the experience.





Learn More
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Parents and carers diagnosed with cancer

When a child has a caregiver diagnosed with cancer, they can miss out on the simple fun of being a kid. We give children back some of this precious time.





Learn More
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Our programs and services

Our programs and services help kids and families impacted by cancer, every step of the way: in hospital, at school, online, and away from it all at camps and retreats.





Learn More

















HOW YOU CAN HELP

All our programs and services are provided at no cost to those who need them most – and that’s all thanks to our supporters. There are so many ways you can help.
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Donate

When you donate to Camp Quality, you’re helping bring positivity, fun and laughter back into the lives of kids facing cancer, when they need it the most.





Donate now
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Fundraise for us

Camp Quality fundraisers are the unsung heroes of our organisation, and we would love for you to join us! We have plenty of ideas that can help get you going.





Start fundraising
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Events and challenges

We know the best way to raise funds for kids impacted by cancer is to have some fun along the way. So join us by taking part in one of our exciting events and challenges.





Sign up to fundraise
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Volunteer

Could you spare time for kids facing cancer? Camp Quality delivers fun and support to our children and families with the help of a team of over 1000 volunteers.





Volunteer
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Partner with us

Camp Quality partners with like-minded organisations to help deliver fun programs and events that can change the cancer story for kids and their families.





Partner with us
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Raffles

Drive Change: Your raffle ticket is also a ticket to change the lives of children facing cancer. Enter and make a difference today!
By entering our raffles, you’ll be helping Camp Quality bring positivity, fun and laughter back into the lives of kids facing cancer.
It’s a WIN:WIN!





Enter to win

















REGISTER YOUR FAMILY TODAY

Could your family benefit from all of Camp Quality’s fun and supportive programs and services?


Register Your Family Today
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WHAT'S ON

Sign up to fundraise today.




ALL EVENTS
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1/03/2024 - 31/03/2024
Big Ride for Little Kids




MORE INFO
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22/03/2024 - 25/03/2024
Motocyc




MORE INFO
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14/04/2024 - 19/04/2024
FUNx4 




MORE INFO
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6/07/2024
Convoy Adelaide




MORE INFO
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9/08/2024 - 17/08/2024
wesCarpade




MORE INFO
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19/10/2024 - 27/10/2024
esCarpade




MORE INFO













































Volunteer with us

Camp Quality is proud to have over 1,100 volunteers nationwide, with each one being integral to our mission to ensure kids impacted by cancer have the chance to be kids again. Our volunteers make a real difference – and you could too!  


Apply to volunteer
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	1300 662 267
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Get the latest news.


First name(Required) 

Last name(Required) 

Email(Required)



 By subscribing, you agree to our privacy policy. 

CAPTCHA




  



















 

 

 

Camp Quality acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the land we work from and pay our respects to Elders past and present.

Camp Quality is an inclusive, safe and respectful organisation that embraces diversity. We support the inclusion of everyone; members of the LGBTQ+ community, people with disabilities, and those from diverse cultural and linguistic backgrounds, or with diverse religious beliefs or affiliations.
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MORE AFFILIATIONS 





	
© Camp Quality 2024 
	
ABN: 87 052 097 720 
	
Donations over $2 are tax deductible. 
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